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Why visualize text?

Visualization goals
Understanding - read a document
Summaries - get the “gist” of a document
Clustering - group together similar contents
Correlate - compare patterns in text to other data

High-level tasks
Find documents of interest in a collection
Find documents similar to ones I want
Identify the main themes or ideas of documents or collections
See the history of changes in a document
Find connections between documents

borrowed from J. Heer 
and J. Stasko
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All details available through 
interaction

Interaction tool includes 
context of position and length 
of document

Search is built in

Tool is familiar, readily 
available and convenient
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overview + detail 
display

syntactic structure is 
mapped to a color 
encoding
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I don't know if you have had the same experience, but the snag I always 
come up against when I'm telling a story is this dashed difficult problem 
of where to begin it. It's a thing you don't want to go wrong over, because 
one false step and you're sunk. I mean, if you fool about too long at the 
start, trying to establish atmosphere, as they call it, and all that sort of rot, 
you fail to grip and the customers walk out on you.

Get off the mark, on the other hand, like a scalded cat, and your public is 
at a loss. It simply raises its eyebrows, and can't make out what you're 
talking about.

And in opening my report of the complex case of Gussie Fink-Nottle, 
Madeline Bassett, my Cousin Angela, my Aunt Dahlia, my Uncle 
Thomas, young Tuppy Glossop and the cook, Anatole, with the above 
spot of dialogue, I see that I have made the second of these two floaters.

I shall have to hark back a bit. And taking it for all in all and weighing 
this against that, I suppose the affair may be said to have had its 
inception, if inception is the word I want, with that visit of mine to 
Cannes. If I hadn't gone to Cannes, I shouldn't have met the Bassett or 
bought that white mess jacket, and Angela wouldn't have met her shark, 
and Aunt Dahlia wouldn't have played baccarat.

Yes, most decidedly, Cannes was the point d'appui.

Right ho, then. Let me marshal my facts.

LO, praise of the prowess of people-kings
of spear-armed Danes, in days long sped,
we have heard, and what honor the athelings won!
Oft Scyld the Scefing from squadroned foes,
from many a tribe, the mead-bench tore,
awing the earls. Since erst he lay
friendless, a foundling, fate repaid him:
for he waxed under welkin, in wealth he throve,
till before him the folk, both far and near,
who house by the whale-path, heard his mandate,
gave him gifts: a good king he!
To him an heir was afterward born,
a son in his halls, whom heaven sent
to favor the folk, feeling their woe
that erst they had lacked an earl for leader
so long a while; the Lord endowed him,
the Wielder of Wonder, with world’s renown.
Famed was this Beowulf:  far flew the boast of him,
son of Scyld, in the Scandian lands.
So becomes it a youth to quit him well
with his father’s friends, by fee and gift,
that to aid him, aged, in after days,
come warriors willing, should war draw nigh,
liegemen loyal: by lauded deeds
shall an earl have honor in every clan.

YOU don't know about me without you have read a book by the name of The 
Adventures of Tom Sawyer; but that ain't no matter.  That book was made by Mr. Mark 
Twain, and he told the truth, mainly.  There was things which he stretched, but mainly he 
told the truth.  That is nothing.  I never seen anybody but lied one time or another, without 
it was Aunt Polly, or the widow, or maybe Mary.  Aunt Polly—Tom's Aunt Polly, she is—
and Mary, and the Widow Douglas is all told about in that book, which is mostly a true 
book, with some stretchers, as I said before.
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1.	   US	  GOVERNMENT	  INTELLIGENCE	  REPORT:	  7	  OCTOBER	  2008	  	  from	  MI-‐5

MI-‐5	  states	  that	  100,000	  bullets,	  six	  guns	  and	  military	  ware	  were	  among	  items	  police	  say	  they	  
recovered	  a8er	  raiding	  a	  house	  in	  Narok,	  Kenya,	  belonging	  to	  Mr	  Thabi*	  O*eno.	  	  The	  MI5	  
officers	  are	  inves*ga*ng	  how	  sleeping	  bags,	  Nato-‐approved	  7.62mm	  calibre	  ammuni*on,	  
military	  desert	  boots,	  combat	  rain	  jackets,	  military	  fuel	  tanks,	  Bri*sh	  Army	  inscribed	  Land	  
Rover	  spare	  parts,	  military	  machetes	  and	  knives,	  landed	  in	  the	  hands	  of	  an	  unauthorised	  
person.

1.	   REPORT	  DATE:	  	  	  	  9	  October	  2008	  [provided	  to	  CIA	  by	  Pakistani	  
Criminal	  Inves*ga*on	  Unit,	  Karachi	  Division]

NOTE:	  	  Surveillance	  report	  on	  the	  ac*vi*es	  of	  Maulana	  Haq	  
Bukhari,	  suspected	  to	  be	  a	  top	  leader	  within	  the	  Karachi	  fac*on	  of	  
Lashkar-‐e-‐Jhangvi.	  	  Bukhari	  is	  frequently	  accompanied	  by	  Akram	  
Basra,	  who	  acts	  as	  a	  driver	  and	  bodyguard.	  	  Addi*onal	  informa*on	  
provided	  by	  police	  informants.

23	  July	  2008	  –	  A	  delivery	  was	  made	  to	  a	  house	  in	  Lyari	  Town	  (a	  
cons*tuent	  town	  of	  Karachi)	  in	  a	  house	  believed	  to	  be	  used	  by	  
Bukhari.	  	  The	  delivery	  was	  made	  by	  a	  two	  men	  in	  street	  clothing	  (as	  
opposed	  to	  a	  uniform)	  who	  arrived	  in	  a	  white	  van,	  license	  LHR	  
6354,	  with	  single	  blue	  stripe	  on	  each	  side.	  	  The	  delivery	  consisted	  of	  
three	  medium	  boxes	  (requiring	  two	  hands	  to	  move)	  and	  a	  small	  box	  
(handsized).	  The	  boxes	  appeared	  to	  be	  heavy.	  	  One	  large	  box	  was	  
square,	  the	  other	  rectangular.	  	  	  The	  small	  box	  was	  rectangular.	  	  	  It	  is 	  
unknown	  if	  Bukhari	  was	  home	  at	  the	  *me	  of	  the	  delivery.

8	  August	  2008	  –	  An	  unknown	  man	  visited	  the	  Lyari	  Town	  house	  
where	  Bukhari	  is	  believed	  to	  stay.	  	  He	  arrived	  at	  1615,	  and	  was	  let	  
into	  the	  house	  immediately.	  	  Loud	  voices	  could	  be	  heard	  for	  a	  few	  
moments,	  then	  they	  subsided.	  	  About	  fi8een	  minutes	  later	  a	  silver	  
Mercedes	  le8	  the	  rear	  of	  the	  house	  with	  what	  appeared	  to	  be	  three	  
occupants.	  	  Due	  to	  the	  *nted	  glass	  it	  was	  impossible	  to	  iden*fy	  the	  
occupants	  of	  the	  vehicle.	  	  The	  house	  was	  surveilled	  for	  the	  next	  five 	  
hours;	  however	  no	  one	  came	  or	  went.

16	  September	  2008	  –	  Bukhari	  was	  followed	  from	  his	  Lyari	  Town	  
house	  to	  an	  apartment	  about	  1.5	  kilometers	  southeast.	  	  He	  entered	  
the	  building	  and	  stayed	  there	  for	  about	  two	  hours.	  	  When	  he	  le8	  he	  
returned	  to	  his	  Lyari	  Town	  house	  at	  which	  *me	  the	  observer	  
believed	  he’d	  been	  discovered	  and	  le8	  the	  area.

23	  September	  2008	  –	  Bukhari	  and	  probably	  Basra	  are	  reported	  to	  
have	  visited	  a	  house	  in	  the	  Katchi	  Abadis	  Old	  Seclement,	  on	  835T	  
Longhi	  Street.	  	  The	  informant,	  a	  vendor	  with	  business	  in	  the	  area,	  
was	  passing	  by	  and	  no*ced	  Bukhari	  and	  one	  other	  person	  enter	  the	  
building	  at	  about	  1430.	  	  The	  informant	  knew	  Bukhari	  by	  sight,	  but	  
had	  never	  met	  him.

3.	   US	  GOVERNMENT	  TELEPHONE	  INTERCEPT:	  	  [October	  10	  2008]

Call	  placed	  from	  a	  pre-‐paid	  cell	  phone	  (Caller	  1)	  in	  an	  apartment	  complex	  
in	  Barcelona,	  Venezuela	  to	  a	  pre-‐paid	  cell	  phone	  (Caller	  2)	  in	  a	  business	  
district	  Carabobo,	  Venezuela.	  	  Conversa*on	  took	  place	  in	  Spanish	  at	  about	  
1217,	  Barcelona	  local	  *me.

Caller	  1:	  	  Jorge’s	  place	  was	  raided	  last	  night.	  	  I	  think	  they	  [probably	  the	  
police]	  were	  watching	  the	  place.	  	  They	  found	  the	  guns-‐
Caller	  2:	  	  (interrupted)	  Shut	  up!	  	  Shut	  up!	  	  Just	  shut	  up!	  	  You	  can’t	  say	  that.
Caller	  1:	  	  Sorry,	  and	  we	  need	  a	  new	  source	  for	  the,	  uh,	  car	  parts.
Caller	  2:	  	  I	  think	  I	  have	  a	  source.	  	  My	  friend	  has	  a	  connec*on	  to	  a	  guy	  who	  
is	  selling	  parts.	  	  I’m	  going	  to	  contact	  him	  today	  or	  tomorrow.
Caller	  1:	  	  When	  do	  you	  think	  we	  can	  get	  them?
Caller	  2:	  	  I	  don’t	  know.	  	  Just	  don’t	  talk	  to	  anybody.	  	  I’ll	  call	  you	  on	  this	  
phone	  when	  we	  have	  anything.	  	  Don’t	  call	  me	  and	  don’t	  do	  anything.
[END]

1.	   News	  Ar*cle:	  	  Bangkok	  Post,	  March	  2,	  2008

Thai	  authori*es	  seized	  an	  Ilyushin	  IL-‐76	  aircra8	  carrying	  tons	  of	  weapons	  
from	  North	  Korea	  during	  a	  refueling	  stop	  in	  Bangkok,	  a	  government	  
official	  said.	  The	  pilot	  told	  Thai	  authori*es	  the	  aircra8	  was	  headed	  to	  Sri	  
Lanka,	  but	  its	  final	  des*na*on	  was	  unknown,	  according	  to	  a	  spokesman	  
for	  the	  Thai	  prime	  minister.	  It	  contained	  about	  35	  tons	  of	  weapons,	  
including	  rocket-‐propelled	  grenades,	  shoulder-‐launched	  rockets	  and	  tubes 	  
that	  may	  be	  missile	  components,	  the	  spokesman	  said.	  The	  plane,	  which	  
was	  detained	  Saturday,	  had	  five	  people	  onboard	  -‐-‐	  four	  from	  Ukraine	  and	  
one	  from	  Belarus.	  They	  will	  appear	  in	  court	  Monday	  on	  charges	  related	  to	  
illegal	  weapons	  smuggling,	  the	  spokesman	  said.
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Visualization Pipeline
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Text is high dimensional 
   (10,000+ unique words in a document)

Words have meaning, 
relationships and context

Why is text visualization hard?

Some words have ordering
January, February, March...
one, two, three...

On St. Patrick’s Day, the 
local bar serves green beer.

The pub downtown has 
been known to make their 
pints chartreuse on Saint 
Paddy’s .

Patrick walked around the 
corner of Green St. and Day 
St., right into this bar sticking 
out of the wall and knocked 
himself senseless.
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Extracting structure

metadata - data about the data
who wrote it, when, what collection is it from, how long is it, format, keywords

lexical level - break the document into tokens
characters, words, n-grams

syntactic level - identify the function of tokens
identify the part of speech or named entities (people, places, money, dates)

semantic level - extract meaning from the text
identify relationships between entities, themes, sentiment, etc..
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History flow

Fig 3: history flow user interface showing the Microsoft page on 
Wikipedia; on the right we see the contents of the page, on the left we 
see all the authors who have contributed to this page; the center 
panel shows the visualization 
 
possible solutions. For history flow, we chose a simple 
technique that works by matching up tokens [7] —in our 
program “sentences” are defined as pieces of text delimited 
by periods or html tags—which gives decent results with 
sufficient efficiency. One problem with this approach is that 
tiny changes, such as the addition of a single comma, will show 
up as a change to an entire sentence, but even this level of 
granularity is a large improvement over the paragraph-level 
view that is the Wikipedia default. 
There are many existing methods for visualizing document 
revisions. Several popular source control interfaces can 
color-code changed regions in files and show a side-by-side 
comparison of two files, graphically connecting matching 
sections [17]. Other methods use a thumbnail view of a 
program, with line-by-line coloring to indicate authorship 
or age [4]. There is also artwork depicting software code 
histories that displays differences between multiple versions 
[3]. Visually, history flow diagrams have some similarity to 
Theme River [6] and to parallel coordinates systems [8], 
but our method depicts a completely different type of data 
and, our vertical axes function differently. 

 
PATTERNS OF COOPERATION AND CONFLICT 
We used the history flow method to examine in detail more 
than 70 different Wikipedia page histories. Our examination 
revealed several common patterns of collaboration and 
negotiation. These patterns represent some of the techniques 
that this community has developed to deal with antisocial 
behavior, disputes, and the determination of what is off topic on 
a page. We now describe several of these patterns: vandalism 
and repair; anonymity versus named authorship; negotiation; 
and content stability. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: METHOD AND DATA 
The history flow visualization revealed some fascinating 
patterns, but examining pages by hand has obvious 
limitations. To find additional evidence for the patterns that 

we spotted, we relied on large-scale statistical analysis of 
the Wikipedia archives [16]. The statistics in the sections 
below were derived from data that represents the state of 
the encyclopedia’s history as of May 2003. To derive 
statistics, the archives were loaded into a MySQL database 
and queries were made using standard SQL syntax. The 
database contains both “content pages” which represent 
entries in the encyclopedia as well as “talk pages”, which 
represent discussion about the encyclopedia itself. Unless 
otherwise specified, statistics we cite below are from the set of 
content pages only. There were 130,596 such pages, with an 
average of 5.7 versions for each. 79,813 content pages had 
been revised at least once. 
 
Vandalism and repair 
Wikis are vulnerable to malicious edits or “vandalism,” 
which can take a surprising array of forms. The true scope 
of vandalism became clear to us upon viewing the history 
flow visualizations.  
Mass deletions —edits that remove most of the contents of 
a page—constitute one common form of vandalism in 
Wikipedia, and are easily spotted in our visualizations 
because they appear as breaks in the continuous horizontal 
flow of changes. In the history flow diagram for the 
Wikipedia page on Abortion [Fig. 4], the abrupt black 
gutters represent instances of mass deletions. Fig. 4 is a 
view that equally spaces out revisions. When, however, we 
look at the same data spaced by date  [Fig. 5], we notice 
that there are no interruptions. The instances of mass 
deletion were fixed so quickly that they cannot be seen when 
revisions are spaced by date. This pattern appeared in almost 
every instance of a vandalized page that we examined by 
hand. Many of the pages we examined that had long revision 
histories (more than 50 versions) had suffered at least one act 
of vandalism.  
In some cases the Wikipedia community itself cannot agree 
on whether an edit constitutes vandalism or not. In fact there 
is a vandalism-tracking page where users discuss and 
coordinate responses to specific instances of vandalism.  
Because of their short-lived nature in the Wikipedia site, 
damaging acts often appear in history flow visualizations as 
single-version perturbations of the bigger, general flow of a 
page’s evolutionary history: either one-version deletions or 
one-version insertions of content.  
The variety of vandalism found in Wikipedia can be 
astounding; five common types are listed below:  
1. Mass deletion deletion of all contents on a page.  
2. Offensive copy: insertion of vulgarities or slurs. 
3. Phony copy: insertion of text unrelated to the page topic. 
E.g. on the Chemistry page, a user inserted the full text from 
the “Windows 98 readme” file. 
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Fig 6: “Chocolate” page spaced out by number of versions; we 
can see the zigzag pattern of an edit war. 
 
The talk pages that accompany each Wikipedia entry are 
explicitly designed for resolving disputes, and are frequently 
used for that purpose. The talk pages function as extensions of 
edit comments, but afford more room for people to argue their 
positions. Our observations suggest that when people cannot 
convince others of why their edits are valid via the comments 
they leave, the discussion escalates into the talk pages. Talk 
pages comprise a significant amount of the content on 
Wikipedia; the May 2003 database snapshot contains more 
than 11,000 “meta” pages, accounting for 17% of all versions 
in the May 2003 database.  
 
Authorship 
Explicit authorship of contributions on wiki pages is an 
issue of some contention among wiki users; whereas some 
feel that authorship is an important part of social 
collaboration in the sense that it adds context to 
interactions, others feel that authorship data is irrelevant 
and sometimes even detrimental to the creation of truly 
communal repositories of knowledge [20].  
An explicit goal of Wikipedia is to create encyclopedic 
entries that are “neutral” instead of expressing personal 
biases. This “neutral point of view” (“NPOV,”in Wikipedia 
shorthand) is a touchstone of the Wikipedia community, 
frequently referred to in comments and talk pages. One 
reflection of the NPOV policy is that contributions to article 
pages are not signed within the page itself. However, on the 
discussion-oriented talk pages that accompany articles, most 
authors sign their comments. This kind of conversation page 
makes for a different social space from the regular Wikipedia 
article page. It is an important social environment where 
conflict can develop and settle more naturally. 
A small sample of frequent Wikipedia users said that they 
rely on authorship information when browsing the 
RecentChanges page or the history page of a specific 

Wikipedia article. These page “watchers” become familiar 
with the names of regular contributors to the pages they 
watch and are constantly on the lookout for any unfamiliar 
names and unfamiliar IP addresses (the “signature” left by 
anonymous contributors). First-time contributors represent a 
potential threat of vandalism and therefore their edits are 
closely scrutinized. On the other hand, there is also the 
possibility that a newcomer is someone who may be 
unfamiliar with Wikipedia standards. In either case the article 
merits a second look. 
Another pattern related to authorship and easily identifiable in 
history flow is the variation in the level of anonymous 
contributions across different pages. There is huge 
inconsistency between individual pages in the proportion of 
anonymous contributions over time. Roughly 31% of the 
versions in the May 2003 database were contributed by 
anonymous authors. Some pages have been largely written by 
anonymous contributors (in our visualization, these show up as 
diagrams mostly in shades of gray). Examples of such pages 
include: Microsoft [Fig. 3], Sex, Music, Libertarianism, 
Creation, and Computer. Other pages have few anonymous 
contributions ever in their history, for example: Mythology, 
Evolution, Design, and Brazil [Fig. 7]. We have not observed a 
clear preference either on the side of the anonymous users or 
otherwise for specific topics or clusters of topics. More in-depth 
analysis is needed to help determine what can account for this 
distinction. 
There is also no clear connection between anonymity and 
vandalism. We observed instances of vandalism by users with 
(sometimes tauntingly offensive) registered usernames. 
Conversely, there are users that contribute quite a lot to the site 
but who choose to remain anonymous. We found one 
particular case where an anonymous contributor to the page on 
Capitalism edited the page 55 times between Nov. 22, 2002 
and Jun. 26, 2003. This person’s contributions were quite 
substantial and were kept by subsequent contributors.  
 
Temporal patterns and content stability 
A history flow visualization is, in effect, a fancy graph of 
how the length of a page varies over time—and it turns out 
that even this simple measure holds some surprises. One 
might guess that pages would tend to stabilize over time. 
The visualization tells another story. Most pages we viewed 
showed continual change in size and turnover in text. As 
examples, figure 3 (Microsoft) shows an instance of near-
constant growth; figure 4 (Abortion) shows an example of 
growth and shrinkage. Note that shrinkage can occur either 
when copy is deleted or when a large section of the page is 
redirected to a new site (for instance, the most dramatic 
shrinkage in the Abortion page in figure 5 is due to material 
being shifted to an entry on abortion in Ireland.) 
Our inspection of visualizations suggested several other 
patterns which deserve mention. One pattern we call first-
mover advantage. The initial text of a page tends to survive  
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To identify research topics, we used standard, internally 
developed topic clustering technology.  The statistical 
model underlying the code is called a mixture model [5].  
The technology was originally developed for site 
administrators to help build and maintain category 
hierarchies.  The text-clustering component suggests a set 
of categories when no explicit structure exists.  We used 
titles, references, and keywords in the clustering process.  A 
standard list of stop words, months of the year, journal and 
proceeding titles, and version and page numbers were 
removed from influencing the cluster results. 

Five InfoVis and 22 CHI clusters emerged from using the 
clustering tool.  We used PaperLens in the process of 
manually naming each cluster by investigating papers and 
authors in the cluster.  For the CHI data, some topics were 
divided into several clusters, which we combined into one 
cluster, but we did not move individual papers into other 
clusters.  This resulted in some papers being placed in odd 
clusters but is typical of any clustering solution.  We ended 
up with the 15 CHI clusters shown in Figure 1. 

PAPERLENS INTERFACE 
In the popularity of topic view (Figure 1a) we organized 
papers by their topic and year.  Hence, we can easily 
capture trends in the topics.  For example, the InfoVis 
category (10th from the top) emerged in the late 1980’s and 
then has remained steady in terms of publications from the 
early 1990’s. 

PaperLens enables users to get a list of papers by topic or 
by authors.  By selecting a topic, the list of all the papers in 
that area is shown in the paper list (Figure 1e).  It also 
provides a way to search for specific papers/authors.  

Selected authors are shown in the selected authors area 
(Figure 1b).  Once authors are added, their papers are 
shown in the paper list and highlighted in the popularity of 
topic view, matched to the author by color coding, which 
enables users to see in which topic area a particular author 
fits.  For example, Stuart Card has published mainly in the 
InfoVis area, as seen by the red color coding in the 
popularity of topic view (Figure 1a).  We used black when 
selected authors wrote a paper together.  

 

Figure 1. PaperLens tightly couples views across papers, authors, and references and consists of 6 main parts:  
(a) Popularity of Topic (b) Selected Authors (c) Author List (d) Degrees of Separation Links 

(e) Paper List (f) Year by Year Top 10 Cited Papers/Authors. 

(a) 

(b)

(c)
(d)

(e) 

(f)

CHI 2005  |  Late Breaking Results: Short Papers April 2-7  |  Portland, Oregon, USA

1970

PaperLens

Lee et al., “Understanding 
Research Trends in Conferences 
using PaperLens”
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SeeSoft
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/tmp/words22058:  
text: ROM 9:5  Whose are the fathers, and of whom as concerning the flesh Christ came, who is over all, God blessed for ever. Amen.

Lines: 7957 / 7957

4 / 4

/tmp/words22058

0.50  

Slow

Fast
4 / 44 / 4

/tmp/words22058:  /tmp/words22058:  
text: ROM 9:5  Whose are the fathers, and of whom as concerning the flesh Christ came, who is over all, God blessed for ever. Amen.text: ROM 9:5  Whose are the fathers, and of whom as concerning the flesh Christ came, who is over all, God blessed for ever. Amen.

Lines: 7957 / 7957Lines: 7957 / 7957

ROM 8:32  He that spared not his own Son, but delivered him up for us all, how shall he not with him also freely give us all things?
ROM 8:33  Who shall lay any thing to the charge of God’s elect? It is God that justifieth.
ROM 8:34  Who is he that condemneth? It is Christ that died, yea rather, that is risen again, who is even at the right hand of God, who also maketh intercession for us.
ROM 8:35  Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? shall tribulation, or distress, or persecution, or famine, or nakedness, or peril, or sword?
ROM 8:36  As it is written, For thy sake we are killed all the day long; we are accounted as sheep for the slaughter.
ROM 8:37  Nay, in all these things we are more than conquerors through him that loved us.
ROM 8:38  For I am persuaded, that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers, nor things present, nor things to come,
ROM 8:39  Nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature, shall be able to separate us from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord.
ROM 9:1  I say the truth in Christ, I lie not, my conscience also bearing me witness in the Holy Ghost,
ROM 9:2  That I have great heaviness and continual sorrow in my heart.
ROM 9:3  For I could wish that myself were accursed from Christ for my brethren, my kinsmen according to the flesh:
ROM 9:4  Who are Israelites; to whom pertaineth the adoption, and the glory, and the covenants, and the giving of the law, and the service of God, and the promises;
ROM 9:5  Whose are the fathers, and of whom as concerning the flesh Christ came, who is over all, God blessed for ever. Amen.
ROM 9:6  Not as though the word of God hath taken none effect. For they are not all Israel, which are of Israel:
ROM 9:7  Neither, because they are the seed of Abraham, are they all children: but, In Isaac shall thy seed be called.
ROM 9:8  That is, They which are the children of the flesh, these are not the children of God: but the children of the promise are counted for the seed.
ROM 9:9  For this is the word of promise, At this time will I come, and Sarah shall have a son.
ROM 9:10  And not only this; but when Rebecca also had conceived by one, even by our father Isaac;
ROM 9:11  (For the children being not yet born, neither having done any good or evil, that the purpose of God according to election might stand, not of works, but of him that calleth;)
ROM 9:12  It was said unto her, The elder shall serve the younger.
ROM 9:13  As it is written, Jacob have I loved, but Esau have I hated.
ROM 9:14  What shall we say then? Is there unrighteousness with God? God forbid.
ROM 9:15  For he saith to Moses, I will have mercy on whom I will have mercy, and I will have compassion on whom I will have compassion.
ROM 9:16  So then it is not of him that willeth, nor of him that runneth, but of God that sheweth mercy.
ROM 9:17  For the scripture saith unto Pharaoh, Even for this same purpose have I raised thee up, that I might shew my power in thee, and that my name might be declared throughout all the earth.

Figure 8. New Testament

Each line corresponds to one verse in the King James Bible. The locations of selected words are indicated by
color. The word angel, for example, occurs 108 times. Angel is used throughout the first five books and
extensively at the beginning of Hebrews.
__________

creates the PostScript (Adobe Systems 1987) files for the figures and main.c allocates memory and

handles command line arguments. The orange and yellow lines are preprocessor statements. The .h files

contain light green function declarations. The dark green lines are variable and function declarations, and

the blue lines are function calls.

8. SEESOFT’S IMPLEMENTATION

SeeSoft is currently a 4,860 line C++ program running on Silicon Graphics Iris workstations using the GL

graphics library (Silicon Graphics, Inc. 1990) and on X workstations using the MOTIF 2 widget set.

Eick, “Graphically 
Displaying Text”
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Vector Space Model / Bag of Words
Book 1 Book 2 Book 3 Book 4

sir
about
jeeves

like
holmes

your
man

could
doctor

romana
k9

page
wizard
dorothy

jim
little

...

481 79 118 12

316 175 192 61

313 0 0 0

255 96 139 80

2 459 0 0

210 406 282 92

126 288 50 80

166 286 185 105

4 34 554 0

0 0 419 0

0 0 347 0

3 9 327 0

1 0 1 255

0 0 0 238

0 0 0 152

86 269 50 146

... ... ... ...
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Weighting the vector-space

TF.IDFtd(word) = TFtd(word) ⇤ log
N

Df(word)

Term Frequency

Term Frequency by Inverse Document Frequency

Df() is # of documents containing the word, N is the number of documents

TFtd(word) = count(word) in d
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Figure 1: A PTC revealing the differences in drug prevalence amongst the circuits.

ally similar to the connected lists view of Jigsaw [28], however PTCs
use size-weighting of words in the display.

Shneiderman and Aris [26] have previously explored the contents
of a faceted legal document databases using matrix-based visualiza-
tions to reveal the number and type of data items matching each
facet value. Our work differs in that we seek to aggregate and vi-
sualize the contents of the data items, not only their presence or
absence. A matrix visualization approach would not be appropri-
ate as our word-selection method, described later, seeks to maximize
the differences between corpus subsets. Rather than the single ver-
tical column of words that a words ⇥ facets matrix would contain,
our approach allows the entire space to be filled with a wide vari-
ety of words. VisGets, or visualization widgets, have been used to
explore faceted collections of web-based streaming data [5]. Facets
are filtered using scented visual widgets [34] appropriate for the data
type, providing both an overview of the available data items and a
method to drill down along several facets simultaneously. A tag
cloud VisGet consists of a traditional tag cloud summarizing all avail-
able documents — text differentiation along a facet is only achieved
through interactive brushing. The goal of VisGets is to provide coor-
dinated overview and navigation tools in a faceted information space,
where our work is customized to providing meaningful differentiat-
ing overviews across facets within large amounts of textual data.

Finally, the Authorlines visualization [31] provides an overview of
individual messages using arrays of circles, sized according to mes-
sage length. We borrow this visual encoding and extend it to small
multiples of bar charts in the document browser coordinated view,
linked to the PTC.

2.2 U.S. Circuit Court Decisions

“Jargon serves lawyers as a bond of union: it serves them,
at every word, to remind them of that common interest,
by which they are made friends to one another, enemies to
the rest of mankind.” Jeremy Bentham [2, 292]

Figure 2: US Court Circuits are multi-state regions.

The words of the iconoclast Bentham were not the last written on
the topic of legal language. Law and language meet in many aca-
demic ways: forensic linguists help solve crimes, judges make se-
mantic rulings on unclear contract wording, and social scholars take
a high-level view, studying the language of lawyers and judges [29].
By analyzing the written decisions of the US Circuit Courts of Ap-
peal, we hope to shed light on thematic and potentially linguistic dif-
ferences between subsets of the data. Differences in word usage be-
tween courts has been previously studied using legal databases as a
source for historical lexicography [8]. However, in that work, text-
based searches provided information on particular words of interest.
Through text mining and visualization, we select words of interest
and provide a broad overview as an entry point to deeper analysis.

The US Circuit Courts of Appeal are made up of 12 regionally-
based court divisions (numbered First through Eleventh, plus the DC
Circuit) and the Federal Circuit, which hears cases of national rele-
vance, such as patent-related appeals (see Fig. 2). This data contains
of 628,000 court decisions, each labeled by circuit. The judgments
are faceted, because they can be organized along several dimensions,
such as the lead authoring judge, the decision length, the date of the
decision, or whether the lower court was upheld or overturned. For

Parallel Tag Clouds

Collins, “Parallel Tag Clouds to Explore and 
Analyze Faceted Text Corpora”
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SparkClouds

SparkClouds: Visualizing Trends in Tag Clouds 

Bongshin Lee, Nathalie Henry Riche, Amy K. Karlson, and Sheelagh Carpendale 

Abstract—Tag clouds have proliferated over the web over the last decade. They provide a visual summary of a collection of texts 
by visually depicting the tag frequency by font size. In use, tag clouds can evolve as the associated data source changes over time. 
Interesting discussions around tag clouds often include a series of tag clouds and consider how they evolve over time. However, 
since tag clouds do not explicitly represent trends or support comparisons, the cognitive demands placed on the person for 
perceiving trends in multiple tag clouds are high. In this paper, we introduce SparkClouds, which integrate sparklines [23] into a tag 
cloud to convey trends between multiple tag clouds. We present results from a controlled study that compares SparkClouds with 
two traditional trend visualizations—multiple line graphs and stacked bar charts—as well as Parallel Tag Clouds [4]. Results show 
that SparkClouds’ ability to show trends compares favourably to the alternative visualizations. 

Index Terms—Tag clouds, trend visualization, multiple line graphs, stacked bar charts, evaluation.

 

1 INTRODUCTION

Tag clouds are a text-based visual depiction of tags (or words), 
typically used to display the relative tag frequency, popularity, or 
importance by font size. They can also serve as a visual summary of 
document content. In the last decade, tag clouds have proliferated 
over the web. They are now a common visualization in news sites for 
displaying the most active news story themes [1], photo sharing sites 
for conveying the distribution of image content [15], and social 
bookmarking sites for showing popular tags [6]. In fact, several 
online programs are available that help you create your own tag 
clouds from different types of text sources [20][21][22][29]. 

Tag clouds can evolve as the associated data source changes over 
time. For example, the US Presidential Speeches tag cloud shows the 
popularity, frequency, and trends in the usages of words within 
speeches, official documents, declarations, and letters written by the 
Presidents of the US between 1776 and 2007 [24]. Other sources of 
highly dynamic content include online news and photo-sharing sites 
which serve freshly uploaded and tagged material every day. 
Interesting discussions around tag clouds often include a series of tag 
clouds and consider how they evolve over time. However, while tag 
clouds seem to invite exposure of their evolution over time, they do 
not explicitly represent them. This results in a significant cognitive 
demand on people who want to understand how a tag cloud evolved. 

In this paper, we introduce SparkClouds (Fig. 1), a new breed of 
tag cloud that incorporates sparklines [23] with more typical tag 
cloud features to convey evidence of change across multiple tag 
clouds. We also present a controlled study that we conducted to 
compare SparkClouds with Parallel Tag Clouds (PTCs) [4] (the only 
previous tag cloud visualization designed for understanding multiple 
tag clouds), as well as two traditional trend visualizations—multiple 
line graphs and stacked bar charts. We compared these four 
visualizations in terms of speed and accuracy in supporting three 
types of tasks (specific data, topic trends, and overview). We found 
that SparkClouds’ ability to show trends compares favourably to the 
alternative visualizations. Participants also preferred SparkClouds to 
stacked bar charts and PTCs. 

We organize this paper as follows. In the next section we outline 
the related work to provide context for our description of 
SparkClouds, which follows in Section 3. Section 4 describes the 
design and results of the controlled study along with the alternative 

visualizations we used in the study. We then conclude the paper with 
a discussion of the lessons learned from the study and suggestions 
for future work. 

2 RELATED WORK 
The origin of tag clouds goes back to 1976 when an experiment was 
carried out by Stanley Milgram [14]. A collective “mental map” of 
Paris was created using font size to show how often each place was 
mentioned as a landmark in the city. In 1997, Search Referral 
Zeitgeist was created by Jim Flanagan as a way to visualize the 
number of times a term was used to find a given website by font size. 
Among high-profile websites, Flickr [15] used tag clouds first, 
followed by other Web 2.0 sites (e.g., Del.icio.us [6]) [3]. For more 
details about the history of tag clouds, see [25]. 

Due to their astonishing popularity, there have been many efforts 
in exploring various properties of tag clouds. Several websites now 
enable people to create their own tag clouds from different types of 
text sources [20][21][22][29]. One interesting variation, showing 
two-word phrases, provides a quite different perspective of the text 
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Fig. 1. SparkClouds showing the top 25 words for the last time point 
(12th) in a series. 50 additional words that are in the top 25 for the 
other time points can be (top) filtered out or (bottom) shown in gray 
at a smaller fixed-size font. (bottom) is used in the study. 

Lee et al., “SparkClouds: Visualizing Trends in Tag Clouds”
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Mapping Text with Phrase Nets 

Frank van Ham, Martin Wattenberg and Fernanda B. Viégas 

           

 
 
           Fig. 1. Scanning the bible for textual matches to the pattern ‘X begat Y’ reveals a network of family relations.

Abstract— We present a new technique, the phrase net, for generating visual overviews of unstructured text. A phrase net displays 
a graph whose nodes are words and whose edges indicate that two words are linked by a user-specified relation. These relations 
may be defined either at the syntactic or lexical level; different relations often produce very different perspectives on the same text. 
Taken together, these perspectives often provide an illuminating visual overview of the key concepts and relations in a document or 
set of documents. 

Index Terms— Text visualization, tag cloud, natural language processing, semantic net. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 
Scholars have long dreamed of turning text—from books to entire 
libraries—into maps. A visual perspective on a text has many 
potential uses. A map can serve as a summary and provide a 
jumping-off point for close reading. Mapping techniques may also be 
used to compare multiple texts, whether books by different authors 
or speeches by different politicians. 

Unfortunately, anyone who sets out to map a book quickly runs 
into two problems. The first is purely conceptual: most interesting 
texts are large (a typical novel has more than 100,000 words) so 
some kind of analysis and summarization is necessary to make them 
amenable to visualization. The key issue is to define an effective unit 
of analysis; such a unit could range from letters to words to general 
concepts and ideas. Due to the current state of natural language 
processing, choosing the right unit involves a tradeoff between 

reliability and validity. On one end of the scale, computers can 
reliably pick out the individual words in a book, leaving the task of 
putting the words together to a human.  On the other end, programs 
that aim to extract high-level meaning from text—say a semantic 
network of people and their relations—face significant error rates 
and are easily misunderstood by their users. 

The second problem in the visual display of text involves 
legibility. In most visualizations, one wants to use spatial position as 
a meaningful variable. Yet a readable set of words obeys spatial 
constraints on alignment, grouping, and type size. The conflict 
between positioning and legibility can lead to displays that are hard 
to read or where spatial position is essentially random. 

In this paper we introduce a new text mapping technique, the 
phrase net, which seeks a balance both in analysis and display. Our 
unit of analysis is a “phrase,” i.e., a particular relationship between 
words that can be defined using either simple pattern matching or 
syntactic analysis. This unit provides a higher level of analysis than 
individual words, but is easily understood by users and does not 
require unreliable artificial intelligence. Our visual displays use a 
standard graph layout engine that has been modified to ensure that 
text is readable via constraints on alignment and grouping. 

In addition to describing the design and implementation of the 
phrase net, we also provide a series of sample use cases. Some of 
these were derived from our own exploration. To find others, we 
deployed a simplified version of the phrase net on the Many Eyes 
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Phrase net

X of y

van Ham et al. “Mapping Text with Phrase Nets”

 

On the other hand, applying different expressions to the same text 
can reveal a series of interrelated conceptual networks. The phrase 
nets of Jane Austin’s novel Pride and Prejudice in Fig. 5 illustrate 
this. Matching “X and Y” shows a network of concepts and people. 
The main characters appear neatly organized in two clusters:  Jane, 
Elizabeth, Lydia, Kitty, Catherine and Mr. Bingley form a central 
cluster, whereas “mother,” “aunt,” and “uncle” keep some distance. 
Positive attributes such as “sense,” “disposition,” “humour,” 
“kindness” cluster together  while less flattering qualities such as 
“pride,” “conceit,” “vanity,” “folly,” and “ignorance” form a group 
of their own. Perhaps most interesting, to those familiar with the 
novel, is that “Darcy” does not appear in the network—in a certain 
sense he is the most solitary major character. 

If we analyze the same text with the pattern “X at Y” we obtain 
an entirely different network that reveals the set of locations 
inhabited by the characters in the novel and the events that take place 
at those locations. In a sense, the user can direct exploration towards 
a particular dimension of the text by intelligently choosing the 
pattern to match for.  

Figure 1 shows the result of another targeted pattern. Here we 
have analyzed the whole bible using the pattern “X begat Y”, a 
specific formulation from the King James Bible indicating a parent - 
child relationship. The resulting graph illustrates the lengthy 
genealogies that are recorded by many different books in the bible. 
The network also uncovers a number of defining aspects of these 
lineages, such as the importance of Abraham. 

4.2 Regular expressions and matching 
The patterns we have shown so far are of the form “X <connector> 
Y”, where the connector is either a separate word or a phrase. 
However, regular expressions also allow us to specify patterns that 
match for specific pre- and postfixes to X and Y. Previously, the 
authors worked with a humanities scholar to analyze a set of 7,000 
British novel titles between 1740 and 1850  [15] —in fact, much of 
the motivation behind building phrase net comes from this 
collaboration. This scholar was interested in how the use of simple 
syntactic constructions such as “X of the Y” reflected changes in 
literary style over the centuries.  

Fig 5. Matching different patterns on the same text. Here we analyzed Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice with “X and Y” and “X at Y” 
respectively. The left image shows relationships between the main characters amongst others, while the right image shows relationships 
between locations.  

Fig 4. Matching the same pattern on different texts. Here we used the pattern “X of Y” to compare the old and new testaments. Israel takes a 
central place in the Old Testament, while God acts as the main pattern receiver in the New Testament. 
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ABSTRACT 
We present Themail, a visualization that portrays relationships 

using the interaction histories preserved in email archives.  

Using the content of exchanged messages, it shows the words 

that characterize one’s correspondence with an individual and 

how they change over the period of the relationship.  

This paper describes the interface and content-parsing 

algorithms in Themail. It also presents the results from a user 

study where two main interaction modes with the visualization 

emerged: exploration of “big picture” trends and themes in 

email (haystack mode) and more detail-oriented exploration 

(needle mode). Finally, the paper discusses the limitations of the 

content parsing approach in Themail and the implications for 

further research on email content visualization. 

 
Author Keywords 
Email archive, visualization, content 

 
ACM Classification Keywords 
H.5 Information Interfaces and Presentation; H.5.2 User 

Interfaces 

 
INTRODUCTION 
Email users tend to save the overwhelming majority of 

messages they receive [4]. In fact, email storage and 

retrieval have, early on, been identified by researchers as 

two of the main uses of this communication technology 

[18, 19]. It is not clear, however, why users save such large 

amounts of messages.  

 

 
Figure 1: Screen shot of Themail showing a user’s email exchange with a friend during 18 months. 
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Tilebars

Figure 5: TileBar search on (patient medicine medical AND test scan cure diagnosis AND software program) with
stricter distribution constaints.

one might expect documents about computer networks used
in law firms, lawsuits involving illegal use of networks, and
patent battles among network vendors. Since retrieval is on
a collection of commercial computer texts, most instances of
the word network will refer to the computer network sense,
with exceptions for neural networks and perhaps some ref-
erences to computer science theory and telephone systems.
Since legal is an adjective, it can be used as a modifier in a
variety of situations, but a strong showing of hits in its term
set should indicate a legitimate legal discussion.

In the figure, the results have not been sorted in any man-
ner other than document ID number. It is instructive to com-
pare what the bars imply about the content of the texts with
what actually appears in the texts. Document 1433 stands
out because it appears to discuss both term sets in some de-
tail. Documents 1300 and 1471 are also prominent because
of a strong showing of the network term set. Document 1758
also has well-distributed instances of both term sets, although
with less frequency than in document 1433. Legal terms have
a strong distributional showing in 1640, 1766, 1781 as well.
There are also several documents with very few occurrences
of either term, although in some cases terms are more locally
concentrated than in others. Most of the other documents
look uninteresting due to their lack of overlap or infrequency
of term occurrences.

Looking now at the actual documents we can determine the

accuracy of the inferences drawn from the TileBars. Click-
ing on the first tile of document 1433 brings up awindow con-
taining the contents of the document, centered on the first tile.
The search terms are highlighted with two different colors,
distinguishedby term setmembership, and the tile boundaries
are indicated by ruled lines and tile numbers. The document
describes in detail the use of a network within a legal office.

Looking at document 1300, the intersection between the term
sets can be viewed directly by clicking on the appropriate
tile. From the TileBar we know in advance that the tile to
be shown appears about three quarters of the way through the
document. Clicking here reveals a discussion of legal rami-
fications of licensing software when distributing it over the
network. Document 1471 has only the barest instance of le-
gal terms and so it is not expected to contain a discussion of
interest – most likely a passing reference to an application.
Indeed, the term is used as part of a hypothetical question in
an advice column describing how to configure LANs. Note
that a document like this would have been ranked highly by
a mechanism that only takes into account term frequency.

The remaining documents with strong distributions of le-
gal terms, 1758, 1640, 1766, 1781, discuss a documentation
management system on a networked PC system in a legal of-
fice, a lawsuit between software providers, computer crime,
and another discussion of a law firm using a new networked
software system, respectively. Only the latter has overlap

5
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TRIST The Rapid Information Scanning Tool

Avian Flu Case Study with nSpace and GeoTime 
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ABSTRACT 

GeoTime and nSpace are new analysis tools that provide 
innovative visual analytic capabilities. This paper uses an 
epidemiology analysis scenario to illustrate and discuss these new 
investigative methods and techniques. In addition, this case study 
is an exploration and demonstration of the analytical synergy 
achieved by combining GeoTime’s geo-temporal analysis 
capabilities, with the rapid information triage, scanning and sense-
making provided by nSpace.  

A fictional analyst works through the scenario from the initial 
brainstorming through to a final collaboration and report. With the 
efficient knowledge acquisition and insights into large amounts of 
documents, there is more time for the analyst to reason about the 
problem and imagine ways to mitigate threats. The use of both 
nSpace and GeoTime initiated a synergistic exchange of ideas, 
where hypotheses generated in either software tool could be cross-
referenced, refuted, and supported by the other tool. 

CR Categories: H.5.2 [Information Interfaces & Presentations]: 
User Interfaces – Graphical User Interfaces (GUI); I.3.6 
[Methodology and Techniques]: Interaction Techniques. 

Keywords: visual analytics, information visualization, human 
information interaction, sense making, geo-spatial information 
systems, temporal analysis, user centered design

1 INTRODUCTION  

GeoTime and nSpace are two novel visual analytic applications 
that have been developed in collaboration with analysts to support 
the investigation of large and complex datasets. nSpace is used for 
triaging massive data and for analytical sense-making [12], [22], 
and is currently undergoing experimental evaluation and pilot 
deployment. GeoTime supports the visualization and analysis of 
entities and events over time and geography [13] and is currently 
in transition to deployment for analysts to use on a day-to-day 
basis.   

The epidemiology dataset was created by the authors’ for the 
purposes of investigating the analytic process and evaluating 
nSpace and GeoTime using an ecologically valid scenario.  This 
dataset is based on real news reports detailing the current outbreak 
of avian flu.  The analyst used for the evaluation was experienced 
with both nSpace and GeoTime, but had no formal training in the 
art of intelligence analysis. 

 
 
 
 

1.1 nSpace - A Unified Analytical Workspace 

nSpace combines several interactive visualization techniques to 
create a unified workspace that supports the analytic process.  One 
technique, called TRIST (The Rapid Information Scanning Tool), 
uses multiple linked views to support rapid and efficient scanning 
and triaging of thousands of search results in one display.  The 
other technique, called the Sandbox, supports both ad-hoc and 
formal sense making within a flexible free thinking environment.  
Additionally, nSpace makes use of multiple advanced 
computational linguistic functions using a web services interface 
and protocol [6, 3].  

 

1.1.1 TRIST 

TRIST, as seen in Figure 1, uses advanced information retrieval 
methods to support rapid scanning and exploration of large 
datasets.  The design of TRIST was informed by recent research 
into information retrieval [4,7,17], the development of the 
cognitive dimensions framework [5], and the idea of an 
information-seeking environment [8].   

TRIST supports multiple analytical processes, including query 
planning, rapid scanning of large corpus of documents, and result 
characterization across multiple dimensions [12].  Analysts work 
with TRIST to triage their massive data and to extract information 
into the Sandbox evidence marshalling environment. 

 * email: {pascale.proulx, sumeet.tandon, adam.bodnar, 
david.schroh, rob.harper, bill.wright}@oculusinfo.com Figure 1:  TRIST interface. Left column: Launch Queries, Query 

History, and Dimensions panes. Middle column: Displayed 
dimensions with categorized results and Document Viewer. Right 

column: Entities pane. 

An evaluation of TRIST conduced over a two day period by 
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), 
found that analyst productivity and quality of analysis increased 
when using the tool [18]. 

 © 2006 Oculus Info Inc. Page 1 

2.2 Acquiring Analytical Awareness 

With several avenues to investigate, Lynn turns to TRIST where 
she can follow a deductive process and find answers to questions, 
as well as and evidence to evaluate each of her assertions and 
hypotheses.  As nSpace does not restrict the analyst to a specific 
workflow, Lynn is able to adjust her analytic process based on her 
current task. Rather that continue her analysis with pointed 
queries, Lynn decides to use TRIST to immerse herself in the data 
and favor a more inductive type of reasoning. Lynn’s goal is to 
avoid or delay time investment in a particular scenario, which has 
the potential of introducing analytic bias. 

At this point, Lynn could point TRIST exclusively to the Health 
Department internal database, but believes that could also 
introduce some bias due to its narrow focus. At this early stage, 
Lynn might miss some signs of new outbreaks or key contextual 
cues available on the web. The web however poses a significant 
challenge to the epidemiologist attempting to perform public 
health surveillance. The signal to noise ratio is very high in this 
particular case. The potential gravity of the avian flu threat and its 
global reach generates a massive amount of information, in 
constant flux, from sources of variable reliability. TRIST allows 
her to evaluate the relevance and source credibility of thousands 
of search results at a time, by revealing various attributes and 
content without having to open and read results.  

Lynn opts for this iterative analytical technique, rather than 
relying only on reports sent to the Health Department.  Starting 
with general queries that she refines iteratively, Lynn uses the 
TRIST launch queries pane, to examine documents from the web 
using Google with the query “Bird flu”. Rather than overwhelm 
Lynn with the several million query results, TRIST presents the 
first 100 documents.  Instead of starting with this result set, Lynn 
decides to launch a few variations such as “Avian flu”, and 
“H5N1 outbreaks”. Using TRIST’s difference visualization 
capabilities, she can quickly compare and determine what is 
unique or common within each result set without having to open a 
single document. An example is shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4:  TRIST difference visualization. Grey icons indicate 
previously retrieved results, while white ones are new results. 

Using this process, Lynn can close the feedback loop on the 
query refinement process while increasing the precision and recall 
of her information retrieval process.  

Looking in the entities pane, as seen in Figure 5, Lynn 
discovers that there seems to be a significant number of 
documents on particular countries that are affected by avian flu. 
She drags these entities into the sandbox and unrolls them into a 
group so she can add information on the current situation in each 
entity group later on. As she clicks on the entities in the sandbox, 

all the documents that contain each entity become visible, and the 
entity terms are highlighted in green. 

 
Figure 5:  Extracted entities can be used to browse results or help 

determine relevance. Entities of interest are dragged to the 
Sandbox where they stay linked to results containing that entity.  

2.3 Discovering Trends and Themes 

To establish the existence of an outbreak, categorized as a sudden 
increase in the incidence of disease, Lynn performs a rough trend 
analysis using the Country and Time dimensions in TRIST, which 
automatically sort all query results into each dimension. Without 
opening a search result, the categorization hints at various 
observations that can be investigated further at a later time. For 
example, Lynn notices that the disease was first identified in 
Hong Kong in 1997 and that most human fatalities seem to have 
occurred in Asia and in the Middle East. Considering a query 
result as a unit of incidence, the length of each row in each 
dimension bin reveals some trends. More observations are 
available by selecting rows in one dimension and analyzing the 
highlighted results in a different dimension, as shown in Figure 6. 
For example, Lynn can focus on the evolution of the disease per 
country or get a sense of the propagation of the disease over time.  

 
Figure 6:  Results from multiples queries are automatically 

organized in any dimension of interest created by the analyst. 
Selection-highlighting across dimensions reveals trends without 
requiring the analyst to open a single document. In the Country 
dimension, Nigeria results are selected in blue and those same 
results are highlighted in the ‘2006’ bin of the Time dimension. 

 © 2006 Oculus Info Inc. Page 3 
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Review Spotlight
Bateman et al. examined the effect of nine visual properties 
of a tag for the task of determining the most important 
words based on visual appearance [2]. Their study revealed 
that the font size and font weight had strong effects on the 
word selection—but not the color. 

The visual organization of a tag cloud also impacts user 
performance on searching tasks. Halvey and Keane studied 
the effect of three different layouts (a tag cloud, a linear list 
with vertical and horizontal alignments) with random and 
alphabetical ordering on searching tasks [10]. They found 
that the alphabetical ordering contributed to faster user 
performance than the random ordering in all layouts. In 
Schrammel et al.’s study of how a tag cloud word order 
affected the identification of specific tags and tags related to 
a particular topic [21], they showed that an alphabetical 
ordering was significantly faster than the other three ordering 
methods for searching for a specific tag. However, they did 
not find a significant difference in performance time when 
searching for tags related to a particular topic. These studies 
did not go beyond searching tasks whereas our focus in this 
study also includes impression formation tasks. 

FORMATIVE STUDY 
We conducted a formative study to learn about the types of 
information that users typically focus on and glean about a 
reviewed entity, and specific challenges they have with the 
user interface for user generated-reviews. We recruited 8 
normal computer users who regularly did web browsing (4 
males and 4 females between the ages of 20 and 50). They 
were likely to visit review websites in the past, but, like other 
normal computer users, it is unlikely that they frequently 
posted online reviews. In the formative study, we asked them 
to perform a think aloud as they read webpages with user-
generated reviews (referred as “review pages” throughout the 
rest of this paper) to glean information about venues. We used 
four different review pages (two restaurant reviews from 
Yelp.com and two hotel reviews from TripAdvisor.com), 
each with more than 30 reviews at the time of the study. We 
instructed the participants to read the reviews as they normally 
would and to stop reading when they had drawn conclusions 
about that location. We then asked them to describe their 
impressions of the location as they would do for a friend who 
is considering visiting it. The entire session was audio-
recorded and transcribed for analysis. 

We found two important user behaviors from this study: 

y Formulating and adjusting an impression: We found 
that the majority of the participants formed an initial 
impression about a location using the overall rating, the 
rating distribution, and photographs at the top of the 
page. The participants would then skim through the 
reviews to identify comments frequently repeated about 
the location by different reviewers, often noting the 
frequency with which those comments were expressed. 
Participants tended to notice and read reviews with 

remarks that differed from the commonly-expressed 
opinion, and then adjust their impression if necessary. 

y Verbalizing impressions with short phrases: The 
participants also tended to verbalize their impression 
with short phrases, with descriptive information about 
the venue (e.g., “Asian food”) or subjective opinion 
statements (e.g., “good steak”). 

These findings offer several design implications. First, our 
system should help the user gain a quick overview of the 
comments frequently mentioned about an entity. It is 
important for this overview to represent how many times 
reviewers commented on a particular aspect of the entity in 
their reviews (e.g., whether “good food” is mentioned 
repeatedly by many reviewers or just once). The system 
should also allow the user to further evaluate the context in 
which those comments were made in order to support her in 
refining her impression about that entity. As participants 
skimmed the reviews, they often gleaned short phrases that 
captured the essence of each reviewer’s comment. Thus, 
showing short phrases could accelerate the formation of 
impressions and decision making.  

Based on the findings from our formative study and 
literature survey, we decided to use a tag cloud for our 
interface. Tag clouds already have been integrated into 
many websites, and have been familiar to many users. Thus, 
users are less likely to have problems with understanding 
the information displayed in the tag cloud and interacting 
with it. This is an important design aspect because we 
wanted our interface to be designed for casual users, and 
not for professionals who would examine the data deeply 
[5]. 

REVIEW SPOTLIGHT PROTOTYPE 
We developed the Review Spotlight interface to help users 
quickly obtain information about a reviewed entity. 

High-level Design  
From our literature survey and observations made in the 
formative study, we decided to explore a tag-cloud-like 
interface. However, a standard tag cloud is not necessarily 
appropriate for our purposes. Figure 2 shows a tag cloud 
simply based on the frequency of words appearing in reviews 

 
Figure 2. A tag cloud of user-generated reviews using single 
words. It is possible to learn the general information about 
the restaurant, but details are hard to overview. 

for a restaurant. Although it is possible to learn general 
information about the restaurant from this tag cloud (e.g., it is 
a Japanese restaurant, and the meals are probably good), the 
details that may be important for decision making are hard to 
overview. For instance, “roll” is a term mentioned frequently, 
but it is not clear what type of sushi rolls reviewers 
frequently mentioned. This finding motivated us to use a 
word pair as a meaningful chunk of information. Using word 
pairs is also in line with one of the design implications gained 
from our formative study (i.e., using short phrases). 

Figure 3 shows the interface of the Review Spotlight 
prototype. Although other tag cloud visualizations have also 
used word pairs extracted using n-gram methods [6], based 
on our findings in the formative study, we focused on 
adjective-noun pairs frequently mentioned in the reviews. 
The font size of each word pair is set to be proportional to 
the number of word pair occurrences. Review Spotlight also 
uses color to visualize the sentiment of each word, which 
will be discussed later.  

When the user moves the cursor over an adjective-noun pair, 
Review Spotlight shows as many as four adjectives that are 
most frequently paired with that noun. In the example 
shown in Figure 3a, Review Spotlight shows “ridiculous,” 
“worth,” “bad,” and “terrible” when the cursor is over the 
word pair “long wait.” When the user clicks adjectives, the 
interface displays the number of occurrences of that 
adjective-noun word pair, and the sentences in which it 
appears in a separate textbox (Figure 3b). Thus, Review 
Spotlight supports quick examination of review details to 
enable the user to test her impressions. 

Implementation 
To generate a summarization from the review text, Review 
Spotlight performs the following four steps: 1) extracts 
adjective-noun word pairs; 2) counts each word pair’s 
occurrences; 3) performs a sentiment analysis of each word 
pair; and 4) displays the word pairs. 

Review Spotlight first extracts adjective-noun word pairs 
from the review text. Using a part-of-speech (POS) tagger 
developed by Tsuruoka and Tsujii [23], our system labels 
the part of speech for the words in the review text. This 
allows Review Spotlight to identify the locations of the 
adjectives and nouns. Review Spotlight then pairs a noun 
with the closest adjective modifying it. Review Spotlight 
also extracts a word pair from a sentence with the “to be” 
verb. For instance, if Review Spotlight parses a sentence 
“The food is great,” it extracts the word pair “great food.” 
In addition, by focusing on adjective-noun pairs, Review 
Spotlight intrinsically removes noise introduced by 
common trivial words, such as articles and prepositions.  

Review Spotlight then counts the number of occurrences of 
each word pair and groups word pairs by nouns. The system 
then eliminates the word pairs that only appear once in the 
original review text. It then calculates the font size for the 
extracted adjectives and nouns. The font size for a noun is 
determined linearly by its number of occurrences. The font 
size for an adjective is determined linearly by the number of 
occurrences of the word pair consisting of it and the 
associated noun. We set the minimum and maximum font 
sizes to 10 and 30 pixels, respectively.  

Next, Review Spotlight performs a sentiment analysis on 
the word pairs using SentiWordNet [8], a context-free, 
word-based sentiment analysis tool. A sentiment value 
provided by SentiWordNet for each word consists of three 
scores (i.e., positivity, negativity, and objectivity), and it is 
defined for each common use of the word. Review 
Spotlight first calculates the sentiment value for an 
adjective by taking the average of its sentiment values for 
all the use contexts. It then calculates the sentiment value 
for a noun by taking the average of the sentiment values of 
all paired adjectives weighted by the number of occurrences. 
It maps the sentiment value into the color scheme in which 
shades of green, red, and blue represent positive, negative, 
and neutral meaning, respectively; the darkness of the shade 
conveys the sentiment strength. Through a preliminary 

Figure 3. Screenshots of Review Spotlight for reviews on the same restaurant used in Figure 2 (the name of the restaurant is 
masked in this figure): a) The user can see frequently-mentioned adjective-noun word pairs. She can also move the cursor over 
the word pair to see more adjectives that are paired with the noun; b) When she clicks an adjective (e.g., “long”), Review 
Spotlight displays the original sentences from which the clicked word pair came. 
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Named Entity Extraction

http://uk.reuters.com/article/2014/04/23/uk-egypt-violence-idUKBREA3M1KO20140423
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Sentiment analysis

http://www.csc.ncsu.edu/faculty/healey/tweet_viz/tweet_app/
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FacetAtlas

Fig. 2. (a) The FacetAtlas multifaceted entity-relational data model. Concepts in a complex text corpus are transformed into facets, entities and
relations. (b) The data model is visually encoded using a spatial arrangement of color-coded nodes and edges.

In Fig. 2(b), “Type-1-Diabetes” and “Type-2-Diabetes” share a lot
of common symptoms (shown in red) but fewer common treatments
(shown in green). Therefore, the red link is thicker than the green link.

Based on this encoding, the links between two compound nodes A
and B indicate the overall similarity of their primary nodes in multiple
facets. More specifically, the thickness of a single link in Facet F
that connects two facet nodes respectively in A and B is encoded to
the similarity of A’s primary entity and B’s primary entity in F. This
similarity is calculated by the overlap ratio of the secondary entities
inside two connected facet nodes. For example, A’s primary entity is
”diabetes” and B’s primary entity is ”cancer”. If there is an internal
link on the symptoms facet that connects A and B, it indicates that
”diabetes” and ”cancer” have some similar symptoms. The number
of the symptoms in common over all their symptoms is the overlap
ratio that indicates the similarity of these two diseases on the symptom
facet. It is encoded by the thickness of the link.

External relations are encoded implicitly through the construction
of compound nodes. When a primary entity is displayed through a
compound node, only facet nodes with external relations are included.
Moreover, the size of a facet node is proportional to the number of ex-
ternal relations on that facet. For example, Fig. 2(b) shows three facet
nodes for “Diabetes Type-1.” Among the three, the red symptom node
is the largest, signifying the most external relations between “Diabetes
type-1” and different symptoms.

4.3 Visual Patterns
FacetAtlas provides several visual patterns to facilitate user explo-
ration.

Clusters Groups of similar entities are represented using an op-
timized density map. Our design is similar to [3, 10], but using a
completely different algorithm. Intuitively, a clustering process di-
vides entities into groups by their internal relations. For clarity, we
defer our detailed description of the algorithm behind this capability
until Section 5.2.1. Visually, we use areas with boundaries to encode
the calculated clusters. When visualizing large text corpora with too
many entities to display at once, only the entities with highest DOI
in each cluster will be shown on the screen. To provide navigation
queues regarding hidden entities, a cluster density metric is computed
and mapped to the color intensity of the bounded areas. This conveys
the overall distribution of entities within the clusters.

Co-occurrences Co-occurrence patterns occur when two or
more entities have very strong internal relations across several facets.
Such a set of nodes often implies a tight cluster on secondary facets.
For example, if a set of diseases share the same symptoms, treat-
ments and prognoses, the relations across these facets will form a co-
occurrence pattern. This pattern signifies that the set of diseases are
deeply related. Visually, we represent co-occurrence patterns across

multiple facets using parallel links between the associated entities as
shown in Fig. 6(a).

Outliers Outlier patterns represent entities with internal relations
that cross cluster boundaries. Visually, we represent outlier patterns
by highlighting links cross the cluster boundaries via opacity adjust-
ment as shown in Fig. 6(b). The algorithmic details of this process are
provided in Section 5.4.

4.4 Interaction
To support interactive exploration of the visualized data, FacetAtlas
provides several rich interactions.

Fig. 3. FacetAtlas applied to Google Health data. This figure shows
a disease diagram for the search term “HIV.” FacetAtlas contains four
main components: (1) an interactive facet legend, (2) a query box, (3) a
canvas for rendering multifaceted relational diagrams, and (4) a dynamic
query filter to control that amount of information being displayed.

Dynamic Query FacetAtlas allows users to provide a text query
through a multifaceted query box. This feature is illustrated in Fig. 3
where a user has searched for the term “HIV.” In response to a search,
the main visualization space shows a depiction of the facets, entities,
relations and clusters relevant to the query. In addition, users can use
the dynamic query filter slider (located at the bottom of Fig. 3) to filter
entities based on their DOIs.

During the dynamic query process, animated transitions as well as
a context-preserving layout algorithm [5] are applied to maintain a

Cao et al., “FacetAtlas: Multifaceted Visualization for Rich Text Corpora”

Fig. 2. (a) The FacetAtlas multifaceted entity-relational data model. Concepts in a complex text corpus are transformed into facets, entities and
relations. (b) The data model is visually encoded using a spatial arrangement of color-coded nodes and edges.

In Fig. 2(b), “Type-1-Diabetes” and “Type-2-Diabetes” share a lot
of common symptoms (shown in red) but fewer common treatments
(shown in green). Therefore, the red link is thicker than the green link.

Based on this encoding, the links between two compound nodes A
and B indicate the overall similarity of their primary nodes in multiple
facets. More specifically, the thickness of a single link in Facet F
that connects two facet nodes respectively in A and B is encoded to
the similarity of A’s primary entity and B’s primary entity in F. This
similarity is calculated by the overlap ratio of the secondary entities
inside two connected facet nodes. For example, A’s primary entity is
”diabetes” and B’s primary entity is ”cancer”. If there is an internal
link on the symptoms facet that connects A and B, it indicates that
”diabetes” and ”cancer” have some similar symptoms. The number
of the symptoms in common over all their symptoms is the overlap
ratio that indicates the similarity of these two diseases on the symptom
facet. It is encoded by the thickness of the link.

External relations are encoded implicitly through the construction
of compound nodes. When a primary entity is displayed through a
compound node, only facet nodes with external relations are included.
Moreover, the size of a facet node is proportional to the number of ex-
ternal relations on that facet. For example, Fig. 2(b) shows three facet
nodes for “Diabetes Type-1.” Among the three, the red symptom node
is the largest, signifying the most external relations between “Diabetes
type-1” and different symptoms.

4.3 Visual Patterns
FacetAtlas provides several visual patterns to facilitate user explo-
ration.

Clusters Groups of similar entities are represented using an op-
timized density map. Our design is similar to [3, 10], but using a
completely different algorithm. Intuitively, a clustering process di-
vides entities into groups by their internal relations. For clarity, we
defer our detailed description of the algorithm behind this capability
until Section 5.2.1. Visually, we use areas with boundaries to encode
the calculated clusters. When visualizing large text corpora with too
many entities to display at once, only the entities with highest DOI
in each cluster will be shown on the screen. To provide navigation
queues regarding hidden entities, a cluster density metric is computed
and mapped to the color intensity of the bounded areas. This conveys
the overall distribution of entities within the clusters.

Co-occurrences Co-occurrence patterns occur when two or
more entities have very strong internal relations across several facets.
Such a set of nodes often implies a tight cluster on secondary facets.
For example, if a set of diseases share the same symptoms, treat-
ments and prognoses, the relations across these facets will form a co-
occurrence pattern. This pattern signifies that the set of diseases are
deeply related. Visually, we represent co-occurrence patterns across

multiple facets using parallel links between the associated entities as
shown in Fig. 6(a).

Outliers Outlier patterns represent entities with internal relations
that cross cluster boundaries. Visually, we represent outlier patterns
by highlighting links cross the cluster boundaries via opacity adjust-
ment as shown in Fig. 6(b). The algorithmic details of this process are
provided in Section 5.4.

4.4 Interaction
To support interactive exploration of the visualized data, FacetAtlas
provides several rich interactions.

Fig. 3. FacetAtlas applied to Google Health data. This figure shows
a disease diagram for the search term “HIV.” FacetAtlas contains four
main components: (1) an interactive facet legend, (2) a query box, (3) a
canvas for rendering multifaceted relational diagrams, and (4) a dynamic
query filter to control that amount of information being displayed.

Dynamic Query FacetAtlas allows users to provide a text query
through a multifaceted query box. This feature is illustrated in Fig. 3
where a user has searched for the term “HIV.” In response to a search,
the main visualization space shows a depiction of the facets, entities,
relations and clusters relevant to the query. In addition, users can use
the dynamic query filter slider (located at the bottom of Fig. 3) to filter
entities based on their DOIs.

During the dynamic query process, animated transitions as well as
a context-preserving layout algorithm [5] are applied to maintain a
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TIARA

Figure 8: TIARA’s visual summary of the “cause of injury” field of the 23,000+ emergency room records from
2002 to 2003. We have previously shown the visual summary of the “reason for visit” in Fig. 1. In addition
to visually summarizing the free-text fields (e.g. “cause of injury”, “diagnosis” and “reason for visit” in the
above figure), TIARA incorporates structured fields (e.g. patient gender) to explain the visual summary. As
shown, the topics in the “cause of injury” field including “cutting”, “lifting”, “twisting”, “fracturing”, etc.
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